
TEST DUMMY



We are the first and the only Roller coaster and 
other entertainment units’s Test Dummy 
manufacturer in Turkey.

- Manufactured from GRP,
- Colorless,
- Above water filling cap,
- The drain valve that has jack is available on one leg,
- Ergonomic,
- It’s hollow GRP average weight is 11-13 kg
- - When it’s filled with water, it has 75-80 kg of weight,
- Suitable for general anatomical forms.

WATER DRAINING - GENERAL PROPERTIES

To be used at various units and vehicles’s tests with specific parameters, before they enter 
into the service; test dummies that are in average person weight and modelled suitable up 
to anatomic forms aribuons, are included.

-  Depending on the joint points of the test dummies; stac and dynamic,
-  According to the type of material; polyester and plasc,
-  In terms of weight; it may vary depending on usage, such as empty and full.

AAt measuring and valuing the usage values of the public transport vehicles that are with 
passengers and with parcular weights at vehicle traffic, again the test dummies are oen needed. 

Especially in entertainment units, up to linear-circular and diagonal movements, at different direcon, 
angle and variable speeds, strenght of test processes’s peremptory integral part is the TEST DUMMIES

TEST DUMMIES

TEST DUMMY

AMUSEMENT UNITS



AMUSEMENT UNITS

SEA VEHICLES

RAIL VEHICLES

AIR VEHICLES

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

TEST DUMMY

VEHICLES THAT 
TEST MODELS USED IN



-  Design flexibility
-  Producon in each color
-  Corrosion resistant is high
-  Waterproof
-  Light
-  Impact resistance is high
-  -  Mechanical strength is high
-  Anbacterial
-  Environmentally friendly
-  High thermic resistance
-  High resistance against to chemicals
-  For livet

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GRP MATERIALS

It is a superior qualificaon composite engineering material that is obtained by combining 
the high mechanical strength glass fiber and polyester resin. 

Polyester resins, has been being transformed into a rigid, insoluble, material that is not 
melng, by being polymerized with a chemical reacon.

It is a material that can get in to all forms as formal, its design flexibiliy is powerful.

GRP (GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC)

TEST DUMMY

MATERIAL



SITTING SCHEME

Unit TestLight GRPDurabilityGross WeightAnatomicErgonomic

STANDARDS

GROSS
75-80 KG

WATER
64-67 KG

GRP
11-13 KG

100 %

85 %

15 %

WEIGHT RATIOS
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STANDARDS
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